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Summary
Wessex Archaeology were commissioned in 2012
by English Heritage (now Historic England) to draw
up and implement a protocol for the reporting of
potential finds and sites of historic environment
interest discovered by the fishing industry during
the course of their normal day-to-day activities.
The Protocol was trialled as a pilot project for one
year within the Sussex Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authority (IFCA) District, starting
April 2012. Following on from the report’s
recommendations, the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
was approached for funding to support and create
the position of Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer (HEFLO) and the continuation of
the Fishing Industry Protocol for Archaeological
Discoveries (FIPAD) project. Wessex Archaeology,
with the support of the Sussex IFCA, were
successful in their application and re-launched
FIPAD in March 2016.
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The Fishing Industry Protocol for Archaeological
Discoveries, or FIPAD, comprises a set of simple
actions to be undertaken by the Finder, the FIPAD
contact and the Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer (HEFLO). This document comprises
a revised Protocol Handbook, intended to
accompany the Protocol, providing more detail
regarding the background, rationale and scope of
the project.
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1.

Project Background

1.1.

Overview

1.1.1. The archaeological discoveries made by
fishermen have been hugely important in helping
archaeologists and historians understand and
reconstruct the activities of cultures from both
the ancient and recent past. Seabed substrates,
targeted for the fish and crustacean species
which inhabit them, also house a diverse array
of archaeological sites and artefacts sometimes
with the levels of preservation far exceeding
those found in terrestrial settings.
1.1.2. The likelihood of fishermen encountering
archaeological remains is considerably higher
than in most other marine industries due to the
methods and techniques used in modern
commercial fishing. Despite this, there remains
no formal system within the fishing industry,
outside of the Merchant Shipping Act 1995,
for the reporting of archaeological sites and
artefacts discovered during operations. The
purpose of the Fishing Industry Protocol for
Archaeological Discoveries (hereafter, ‘FIPAD’)
is to provide a simple and effective mechanism
for fishermen to report cultural heritage finds
encountered on the seabed or recovered in
fishing gear. The mechanism allows for all
discoveries to be assessed by a professional
archaeologist and where pertinent, the
data will be accessioned into the historic
environment record.
1.1.3. The Protocol (included as Appendix 1)
provides a step-by-step guide to what fishermen
should do upon encountering finds during their
daily operations, and also provides clear
guidance for the Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer (hereafter, ‘HEFLO’) who will be
dealing with the reports. As can be seen, the
Protocol Handbook (this document) provides
more detailed information on the various roles
and tasks.
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1.2.

Scope

1.2.1. The new FIPAD trial and the position of
the HEFLO is a two year project incorporating all
commercial and recreational fishing operations
within the Sussex Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authority (Sussex IFCA) District.
Sussex IFCA has jurisdiction out to 6nm. There
is the potential for this study to inform national
initiatives for reporting within the fishing
industry, and representatives from the UK’s
devolved administrations have been previously
consulted throughout the design and
implementation of the original pilot study and
the implementation of its recommendations.
1.2.2. FIPAD acknowledges two main types
of archaeological discovery which occur during
fishing operations:
Site

An archaeological object
encountered on the seabed.

Artefact

An archaeological object
recovered in the fishing gear.

1.2.3. All Sites and Artefacts will be treated
equally in that they will be assessed by the
HEFLO or another archaeologist, with a report
generated for the Finder, before the data is
accessioned to the historic environment record.
Finders will retain salvage rights to artefacts
recovered from the sea, subject to the provisions
of the Merchant Shipping Act 1995.
1.2.4. A major catalyst for the FIPAD has been
the success of the British Marine Aggregate
Producers Association (BMAPA) Protocol (2005)
which offers a comparable mechanism for the
aggregate industry. The Offshore Renewables
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries (ORPAD)
provides a similar mechanism for the offshore
renewables industry. Both initiatives have
exceeded expectations in the provision of new
data about marine archaeological finds, and
continue to bring new discoveries to light.
FIPAD's methodology has been tailored through
consultation with fishing organisations,
merchants, and fishermen directly in order to
incorporate the unique lifestyle requirements
of the fishing crews and their communities.
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1.2.5. FIPAD is a voluntary protocol and the
decision to participate ultimately rests with the
skipper and crew of each fishing vessel. As part
of their commitment to sustainable fisheries.
Sussex IFCA will continue to encourage
participation from vessels which operate in
Sussex waters and will promote the Protocol
to all fishing crews it encounters.
1.3.

Rationale

1.3.1. Sussex IFCA’s District incorporates part of
the English Channel which has a long and varied
cultural history stretching back to prehistoric
times when humans inhabited what is now the
seabed. Successive marine transgressions and
regressions resulted in the former landscape
being intermittently exploited and inhabited by
successive generations of humans, prior to its
most recent inundation approximately 10,000
years ago. With the formation of the English
Channel, the prehistoric exploitation relocated
to the higher ground, and the newly formed
waterway became synonymous with maritime
activity. The English Channel became part of an
extensive maritime trading network, playing host
to thousands of military engagements, and
providing resources and subsistence for the
successive populations who lived on its
peripheries. The remnants of those activities
survive primarily in the form of flint scatters,
animal remains, shipwrecks, and aircraft crash
sites. The number of sites is potentially vast and
given the comparative rarity of early prehistoric
discoveries and the uniqueness of maritime
discoveries new finds on the seabed could
provide a significant contribution to the
archaeological record and our understanding
of past cultures.

1.3.2. With the growing threat posed to
underwater archaeological sites and artefacts
by the emergence of new industries and their
attendant human pressures, this finite resource
is in danger of being dispersed and destroyed.
It is imperative therefore that all information
yielded through interaction and encounter with
archaeological remains on the seabed is recorded
into the historic environment record for the
benefit of future generations.
1.3.3. The fishing community has long been
identified as an industry which regularly and
inadvertently encounters archaeological remains
on the seabed. The discovery by fishermen of
important archaeological material is long
attested. Examples include a Mesolithic harpoon
point trawled up by the Colinda in 1931; the
medieval rudders trawled up off Rye and
Winchelsea; and several historic wrecks first
found as ‘fishing’ snags and subsequently
designated under the Protection of Wrecks Act
1973 (including Invincible, Resurgam, Dunwich
Bank wreck, Studland Bay wreck and Norman’s
Bay wreck, among others). Cataloguing the
Michael White collection of over 300 prehistoric
artefacts discovered by trawling clearly illustrates
how dialogue with fishermen could help
generate valuable new information about
artefacts, and the ancient landscape of which
they were once part (Wessex Archaeology
2004†).

† Wessex Archaeology 2004, Aggregates Levy
Sustainability Fund, Marine Aggregates and the
Historic Environment, Artefacts from the Sea,
Catalogue of the Michael White Collection, ref.
51541.05; see also
http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/marine/alsf/
artefacts_sea/michaelwhite.html
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2.

Role Definition and Terminology

2.1.

The Finder

2.1.1. The Finder is the person who made the
discovery; however, it may sometimes be the
case that several members of the crew were
responsible for a particular discovery. In such
instances it is assumed that the Skipper of the
vessel will assume responsibility and adopt the
role of Finder. If required, the Skipper may
delegate the role of Finder to another crew
member. Once delegated, the Finder is
responsible for the reporting of the find and
any actions taken to conserve it. If the Finder’s
role is subsequently transferred to another
crew member, the Finder must ensure that
all information pertaining to the find is
also transferred.
2.1.2. The Finder will act as the first point
of contact between the vessel crew and the
Historic Environment Fisheries Liaison Officer
(HEFLO), or the FIPAD Contact.
2.1.3. Should the Finder wish, they may report
the find directly to the HEFLO and Wessex
Archaeology via the following methods:
•
•
•

Direct Contact;
Phone Call to Designated Number;
Online Database available via the
FIPAD website;
Hard copy forms sent by post, fax,
or (scanned for) email.

•

2.1.4. Details about the types of information
that should be conveyed are included in
Appendix 2 and 3.
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2.2.

FIPAD Contact

2.2.1. The FIPAD Contact will act as a point of
contact for the Finder and will pass on reports
and finds to the HEFLO or the archaeologist on
the Finder’s behalf. Ordinarily, the FIPAD Contact
should be someone who works in or near their
respective port and who is familiar with the
fishing fleet operating out of that port. There
will be at least one FIPAD contact for each
fishing port within the Sussex region for the
duration of the project.
2.2.2. FIPAD Contacts are being appointed
after consultation with the Sussex fishing
communities. A FIPAD contact should be
someone who is well known to the local
community and who regularly liaises with fishing
crews, either in a professional or a commercial
capacity. For example:
•
•
•
•
•

A Senior Member of a
Fishing Association, Union, or Society;
A Fish Merchant;
The Harbour Master;
A Port Official;
A relevant authority (e.g. Sussex IFCA;
Marine Management Organisation;
The Crown Estate).

2.2.3. The FIPAD Contact will be readily
contactable by phone and/or email, and should
ideally have a regular presence within the port
and a good rapport with the fishing community
they represent. It is acknowledged that roundthe-clock availability is not a realistic
expectation, and therefore it is vital that the
FIPAD Contact has the facility for remote
messaging and is able to communicate regularly
with fleets.
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2.2.4. The appointed FIPAD Contacts are:
Port

FIPAD Contact

Email

Phone

Brighton

HEFLO

fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

07803 576792

Judith Meagher

judith@conservancy.co.uk

01243 510001

Eastbourne

Graham Doswell

Graham.doswell@sky.com

07767 458574

Hastings

Yasmin Ornsby

hfps@btconnect.com

01424 722322

Littlehampton

Jeremy Brooke

jezzer88@gmail.com

07730 041205

Newhaven

David Guy

davidguy2020@gmail.com

07980 591631

Rye

HEFLO

fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

07803 576792

Selsey

Tony Delahunty

no_thumbs_tone@hotmail.com

07974 254248

Shoreham

Jim Partridge

monteum@btconnect.com

01273 463014

Matt Leach

matt@bmfs.co.uk

01273 722322

Chichester

Chichester Harbour Conservancy

2.2.5. The Finder may also report direct to the
Sussex IFCA, the Receiver of Wreck, or Wessex
Archaeology†.
2.3.
The Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer (HEFLO)
2.3.1. The HEFLO for the duration of the Sussex
IFCA project will be part of Wessex Archaeology.
All information pertaining to archaeological
discoveries will be assessed and processed by
the HEFLO. When a FIPAD report is received,
it is expected that the HEFLO will report back
to the FIPAD Contact and Finder within four
weeks. The duties of the HEFLO are outlined
in Section 4.
2.3.2. For each new find reported, the HEFLO
will assist in the preparation of an individual
report for the Receiver of Wreck, the National
Record of the Historic Environment and the
relevant Sussex Historic Environment Record. The
HEFLO will also compile an annual report of all
finds for the Heritage Lottery Fund. Update
reports will be provided on a quarterly basis.

HEFLO
Alistair Byford-Bates
Email

fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

Mobile

07803 576792

Tel

03303 133463

WhatsApp

HEFLO@FIPAD

NB This contact list was last updated on
01 December 2016 and may be subject to
change. For the latest contact list go to:
http://fipad.org/resources/fipad-contacts-list
† Sussex IFCA can be contacted on 01273 454407;
Wessex Archaeology can be contacted on 01722
326867. Contact details for the Reciever of Wreck
are on p.10 of this handbook.
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3.

Discoveries

3.1.

Types of Discoveries

3.1.1. Two types of primary discovery are
envisioned within fishing operations, and for
ease of use these have been categorised as
Sites and Artefacts. These are discussed in more
detail below.

3.1.5. Where a natural obstruction is assumed,
but cannot be conclusively proven, the object
should be treated as a Site and reported under
FIPAD.
3.1.6. The actions required of the Finder after
the discovery of a Site are outlined in Section 4.
Artefacts

3.1.2. Sites are objects or deposits on or within
the seabed which are encountered by fishing
gear. Encounters most commonly result in the
fastening of nets or obstruction of dredges
though lesser impacts can be observed when
fishing gear temporarily snags on a Site.

3.1.7. Artefacts comprise all objects of human
origin encountered in, or recovered from, the
fishing gear itself. Such Artefacts could range
from prehistoric flints through to substantial
aircraft components and are only constrained
in type by the size of the vessel and its fishing
gear. Items such as wood or peat should also
be reported.

3.1.3. Objects leading to snagging or net
fastening on the seabed need not necessarily
be cultural in origin but unless the object can
be soundly identified as a natural feature, a
precautionary approach should be adopted and
the obstruction treated as a Site of potential
archaeological interest.

3.1.8. Due to the diversity of material that can
be encountered on the seabed, Finders are asked
to adopt a cautionary approach in determining
the archaeological value of Artefacts. For notes
on identifying material of archaeological interest
please see Appendix 2. There will be notable
exceptions to this rule:

Sites

Type of
Obstruction
Natural

Cultural

Unknown

Items containing synthetic materials
such as plastics or PVC;

•

Items of clearly modern origin, such
as drinks cans or computer circuit boards.

•

Items carrying a date later than 1950,
such as coins or mechanical components.

Action

No Action

Report Position
& Details via FIPAD
Report Position
& Details via FIPAD

3.1.4. In instances where an obstruction can be
soundly identified as natural (e.g. a geological
bedrock feature, a sandbank, or natural outcrop),
or if the feature is a charted obstruction, then
the likelihood is that The HEFLO will already be
aware of the obstruction.
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•

If such items are encountered, the item should
be reported directly to the Receiver of Wreck
in line with the requirements of the Merchant
Shipping Act 1995. For all other Artefacts
recovered, the actions required by the Finder
are outlined in Section 4.

† ‘Cultural in origin’ is taken to mean man-made.
Anything that can be shown to have been result of
human activity is considered archaeological and
reportable under FIPAD.
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3.2.

Legal Context

Sites
3.2.1. Net fastenings, snags and obstructions
may turn out to be cultural material from a
wreck or indeed the superstructure of a wreck
itself. There is no statutory obligation for
fishermen to report Sites encountered on the
seabed, provided no physical remains are
recovered; however, the Receiver of Wreck will
gladly accept notifications of new discoveries
on the seabed, and has a mechanism for dealing
with such reports.
Artefacts
3.2.2. The Merchant Shipping Act 1995 (Section
236) requires that all objects recovered from the
sea be declared to the Receiver of Wreck, under
the assumption that the object falls under the
legal definition of wreck. The legal definition of
wreck – outlined in Section 255 (1) – includes
“jetsam, flotsam, lagan and derelict found in
or on the shores of the sea or any tidal water”.
For the purposes of clarity:
•

Jetsam refers to goods thrown over the
side of a stricken vessel which remain
afloat on the sea’s surface;

•

Flotsam refers goods that have floated
away from a sinking or sunken vessel;

•

Lagan refers to goods thrown over the
side of a stricken vessel which then sink
to the seabed and which might be
marked by a buoy for later recovery;

•

Derelict refers to material abandoned
with the stricken vessel and also resting
on the seabed which is thought to be
non-recoverable.

3.2.3. In this respect, the Merchant Shipping
Act 1995 provides a notable distinction between
Artefacts which were formerly associated with a
now wrecked vessel, and Artefacts which have
come to be on the seabed by other means:
Wreck

Jetsam, flotsam, lagan,
and derelict: cargo, fixtures,
personal effects, or
components of the vessel
itself which have a physical
association with a
wrecked vessel.

Non-wreck

Artefacts which have no
physical association with a
wrecked vessel, or could not
have been ejected from a
passing vessel (such as flint
tools, or other prehistoric
material associated with
former landscapes).

3.2.4. Once declared, the Receiver is obliged
to attempt to locate the original owner of the
Artefact within 12 months of posting notice of
the find. During this period, the Finder may be
allowed to retain possession of the Artefact
provided they agree to house it at their own
expense. If the Receiver is unable to find the
original owner, title automatically reverts to the
Crown. However, should the Crown wish to retain
title to the find, the Finder will be entitled to a
salvage award to cover expenses and effort in
the find’s recovery. This award is commonly a
percentage of the market value of the find.
Should the Crown wish, it may bestow title to the
find back to the Finder in lieu of a salvage award.
3.2.5. Under FIPAD all reported Sites and
Artefacts will be reported to the Receiver of
Wreck. The Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer will assist the finder in this
process. This does not affect the Finder’s
salvage rights.
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4.

Protocol Guidance

Step 2: Record the Site/Artefact

4.1.

Actions for the Finder

4.1.6. With respect to a Site, the Finder should
try to record as much observational information
as possible. The following details would prove
useful to the HEFLO:

4.1.1. When a Site or Artefact is encountered,
the Finder should follow the simple steps laid
down in the Protocol:
Step 1: Record Position of Site/Artefact
4.1.2. In the case of a Site encounter, the Finder
should check the position against known, charted
obstructions in the area. If it can be established
with confidence that the obstruction is a natural
feature, then no further action is required. If it
is not possible to determine whether the
obstruction is natural or cultural (see Section 3),
then the obstruction should be treated as a Site.
4.1.3. Good accuracy for the position will help
with relocating a Site on the seabed, and will also
help when comparing it with known, charted
finds or other historical records. If several Sites
are encountered during a single trip, the
recorded positions and associated information
should be collated separately to avoid confusion
over details.
4.1.4. In instances of net fastenings or snags,
the Skipper should check the fishing gear as soon
as possible after the encounter to see if any
archaeological material is trapped within it.
4.1.5. In the case of an Artefact discovery or
recovery, the Finder should accurately record the
position of the occurrence as soon as possible.
It is acknowledged that an accurate position of
Artefacts may not be available, but the position
of the vessel at the time of discovery should be
accurately recorded in any case so that the track
can be traced back. Any additional details
submitted about vessel tracks will help to narrow
down the potential location of the Artefact on
the seabed prior to being recovered.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The accurate position of the Site;
Observations of the surrounding environs;
Depth;
Proximity to other known obstructions
in the area;
Type of gear being used during encounter;
Vessel type;
Vessel speed;
Notes on the force of impact.

4.1.7. Artefacts should also be recorded in as
much details as possible, and Finders should:
•

•
•
•

Create a label for the Artefact with a
unique identifier based on the vessel’s
PLN and the date;
Photograph the Artefact in good light
with the label and a visible scale shot;
Make observational notes on Artefacts
describing its physical attributes; and
Make observational notes on Artefacts
detailing any changes in physical
appearance that have occurred since
its recovery from the sea.

4.1.8. A visual representation of the Artefact
may prove vital for data retention should the
item start to deteriorate upon exit from the
water. A low quality photograph would be
preferable to no photograph at all. Where
possible, the photographer should take care
to ensure there is sufficient light in the picture
to capture the finer details, and where possible,
several shots should be taken from differing
angles. With reference to the scale, having a
hand, foot or common object such as a pen
or ruler beside the Artefact in some of the
photographs is helpful in indicating the size
of the Artefact.
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Step 3: Bag and store the Artefact in a safe place
4.1.9. Artefacts from the sea should always be
stored in a safe, dark place aboard the vessel,
preferably submerged in seawater and out of
direct sunlight. Where several Artefacts are
encountered, the process should be repeated,
with care taken not to contaminate or confuse
the recovered Artefacts.
4.1.10. If the Artefact is manageable and
sufficiently small, it should then be placed in
a ziplock bag with some seawater and sealed.
Ziplock bags will be provided to vessels through
their port, and will be continuously available
thereafter from the HEFLO (or a specially
assigned location in the port). The bag should
also be labelled with a permanent marker pen
using the unique identifier number drawn from
the vessel’s PLN number and the date. In
instances where the Artefact is too big for the
bag, an alternative container should be used
with sufficient space to house the Artefact and
enough seawater for continuous submersion.

Special Note
Where an Artefact is considered too big for
storage on the vessel, or to be landed at the
port, the item should be photographed to the
highest standard possible, and returned to the
sea with the position of the return location
reported to the HEFLO or FIPAD Contact as
a Site (see Section 2). Information about the
recovery and re-deposition should be
emphasised when reported to ensure that
the HEFLO is aware that a large Artefact has
potentially been removed from a Site.

Step 4: Report Site/Artefact to HEFLO or
FIPAD Contact
4.1.11. Having recorded the relevant details
the Finder should report all recorded Sites and
Artefacts to the FIPAD Contact. The Finder may
also report the Site(s) directly to the HEFLO via
the pre-established methods:

•
•
•
•

Direct Contact;
Phone Call to Designated Number;
Online Database available via the
FIPAD website;
Hard copy forms sent by post, fax,
or (scanned for) email.

4.1.12. In order to make an informed assessment
of the discovery, the Finder should include all
observations and notes made at the time of the
discovery. If contacting the HEFLO or FIPAD
Contact directly, the Finder will be prompted
for such information as part of the reporting
process.
4.1.13. If ordnance or munitions have been
recovered, Finders should follow safe working
procedures. Before reporting munitions via the
Protocol, they must be made safe or identified
as inert by the police or a military Explosive
Ordnance Disposal Officer (EOD). Once the items
have been confirmed as safe and suitable for
handling, they should be reported as normal
through the Protocol.
4.1.14. In the case of an Artefact, once it has
been labelled and stored the Finder should
report it to the HEFLO or the FIPAD Contact
at their earliest convenience, using one of the
following methods:
•
•
•
•

Direct Contact;
Phone Call to Designated Number;
Online Database available via the
FIPAD website;
Hard copy forms sent by post, fax,
or (scanned for) email.

4.1.15. Where an Artefact of seemingly high
value or high archaeological interest is
recovered, the Finder should notify the FIPAD
Contact or HEFLO immediately and retain the
Artefact in their possession until it can be
assessed by the HEFLO. The HEFLO or the FIPAD
Contact will advise on secure storage for the item
until it can be collected for assessment.
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4.1.16. Please Remember: Any Artefact
recovered that is not reported under FIPAD must
be reported to Receiver of Wreck by law. The
Receiver of Wreck can be contacted as follows:

Receiver of Wreck
Maritime & Coastguard Agency
Spring Place, 105 Commercial Road,
Southampton, SO15 1EG
Telephone:

023 8032 9474

Fax:

023 8032 9477

Email:

row@mcga.gov.uk

Web:

www.mcga.gov.uk/row

Artefacts in the interim. Training will be given to
all FIPAD contacts by the HEFLO. Archaeological
queries should be referred on to the HEFLO at
their earliest convenience.
Step 2: Guide and advise the Finder on safe
interim storage
4.2.4. It is assumed that Artefacts recovered by
fishermen will be retained by the fishermen until
further notice. Where possible, the FIPAD
Contact should advise the Finder on the safe
storage and conservation of any Artefact. If there
are any concerns about what should be done to
ensure the safe storage and management of an
Artefact, the HEFLO should be consulted as soon
as possible.
Step 3: Relay Site/Artefact reports to the HEFLO

4.1.17. The Finder should retain the Artefact in
their possession until further notice unless the
FIPAD Contact agrees to house the Artefact on
their behalf.
4.2.

Actions for the FIPAD Contact

4.2.1. The FIPAD Contact will hear about the
discovery of Artefacts through direct contact
with the Finder; through a phone call; or through
third party notification. When a discovery is
declared to the FIPAD Contact, there are three
steps that should be followed to ensure the
maximum retention of data and the correct
deposition of that data with the HEFLO.
Step 1: Collate and verify report details
4.2.2. The FIPAD Contact will collate all
available details pertaining to the Site/Artefact
being reported. They should use either the hard
copy FIPAD Reporting Form or the Online
reporting form when recording details directly
from a Finder either in person or over the phone.
The hard copy form and online form contain the
same data requests (see Appendix 3). Hard copy
forms should be submitted to the HEFLO at the
earliest available opportunity.
4.2.3. The FIPAD Contact should be able to
provide guidance to the Finder on how to record
details, store Artefacts, and dispose of the
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4.2.5. The FIPAD Contact should forward all
reported details to the HEFLO at their earliest
convenience. The FIPAD Contact will have full
access to the FIPAD Online database and will
be able to enter details online as the Finder is
reporting them.
4.3.

Actions for the HEFLO

4.3.1. The HEFLO will act as the main point
of contact for both the FIPAD Contact and the
Finder in respect of both Sites and Artefacts,
and will be available for consultation about all
aspects of the reporting process and the project.
4.3.2. For the duration of the project, the
HEFLO will be part of Wessex Archaeology.
They can be contacted as follows:

Wessex Archaeology
Portway House, Old Sarum Business Park,
Salisbury, Wiltshire. SP4 6EB
Telephone:

03303 133463

Mobile:

07803 576792

Email:

fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

Web:

www.wessexarch.co.uk

Fishing Industry Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries

4.3.3. Upon receiving a report of a Site or
Artefact from the Finder or the FIPAD Contact,
the HEFLO will undertake the following steps:
Step 1: Acknowledge report
4.3.4. The HEFLO will acknowledge receipt of
a report by contacting the Finder and FIPAD
contact. If any further details are required, the
HEFLO will liaise with either the Finder or the
FIPAD contact, as appropriate.

Step 3: Consult
4.3.9. The HEFLO will consult other sources
of information (e.g. maritime databases, finds
experts, etc) in order to fully identify Sites or
Artefacts, and will undertake further research
into any discoveries in order to gain a better
understanding of their nature and significance.
4.3.10. An assessment will be made of the
significance of the discovery, and this will be
reported back to the Finder.

Step 2: Advise
Step 4: Create individual Site/Artefact report
4.3.5. The HEFLO will provide initial advice on
dealing with the discovery.
4.3.6. In the case of Sites, the reported position
and details will be cross-checked with existing
databases to identify potential correlations with
known wrecks and maritime obstructions. In the
case of Artefacts, the HEFLO will carry out a
preliminary remote assessment from the details
and photographs provided to determine whether
the Artefact requires further inspection and
evaluation.
4.3.7. If the Artefact is deemed to have
archaeological value, a formal inspection will
be recommended and in some instances it may
be necessary for the HEFLO to take temporary
possession of (but not title to) the Artefact
for analysis.
4.3.8. Where an Artefact is actively decaying,
or appears to be deteriorating, the HEFLO may
request that the item be conserved. Where the
Artefact cannot be transferred to the HEFLO for
conservation treatment, the Finder in possession
of the Artefact will be advised on the best
interim treatment for the item, and they should
adhere to the guidance offered. Where any
assessment is not possible remotely, the HEFLO
shall endeavour to collect the Artefact at the first
available opportunity and carry out the
evaluation directly.

4.3.11. The HEFLO will create a separate
report for each Site and Artefact discovery.
The Finder will receive a full report containing
an archaeological assessment of their find, and
any finds examined by the Archaeologist will be
returned to their Finder or FIPAD contact, as
appropriate.
Step 5: Dissemination
4.3.12. The HEFLO will create a separate report
for each Site and Artefact discovery. Each report
will be compiled with a view to distribution to
the following recipients:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Finder;
Sussex IFCA;
Historic England;
The Receiver of Wreck;
Chichester Historic Environment Record;
The East or West Sussex Historic
Environment Record.

Step 6: Enhancement of the Historic
Environment Record
4.3.13. All Site and Artefact reports will be
compiled into quarterly batches and presented
for accession to the relevant Sussex Historic
Environment Record and the National Record
of the Historic Environment.
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4.3.14. All Site and Artefact records will also
be incorporated into an annual report for the
Heritage Lottery Fund, which will also contain a
review of the project. This will be presented in
March 2017. The report will be accompanied by a
GIS showing where the discoveries were made.
This report will also contain a full breakdown of
the types of discovery, the types
of fishing operations that led to each discovery,
and an assessment of the Sussex fishing
industry’s contribution to the archaeological
record as a whole.
4.3.15. A bi-annual progress report will also
be sent to the Heritage Lottery Fund, Historic
England, The Crown Estate, the Marine
Management Organisation and other key
stakeholders.
Guidance and support
4.3.16. The HEFLO will be available for
consultation during office hours (Monday-Friday,
9am – 5pm) and will provide guidance as
required by the FIPAD Contacts or Finders.
This includes (but is not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
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Confirming the archaeological
credibility of Sites on the seabed;
Advice on the identification
and dating of Artefacts;
Advice on the conservation
and storage of Artefacts;
Guidance on reporting
Sites and Artefacts;
Advice on reporting previously
recovered Artefacts.

Outreach and Education
4.3.17. A key component of the Protocol will
be ongoing promotional work to maintain a
high profile for FIPAD and to ensure that both
the fishing industry and those in the wider
community are made aware of the benefits of
Protocol compliance. To this end, the HEFLO
will have a regular presence in the Sussex ports,
schools, community facilities, as well as the local
and national press. Promotional efforts will
include the use of posters, leaflets, websites,
as well as events such as open days and touring
presentations.
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Fishing Industry
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries
Actions for Finders

If you discover an Artefact

On discovering a Site or Artefact
STEP 1: Location
• Onboard record/estimate the
position of the boat/Site/Artefact;
• If the find is too big to bring
ashore and is left at sea,
record the location at which
it has been dropped;
• Put Artefact in a safe place.

• Take photographs of each Artefact
• Record details of each Artefact on
a separate reporting form
• Protect your Artefact. Immerse it in a water
filled container and store it in a dark cool place.
• Bag each Artefact separately
• Label Artefacts/containers with PLN and date
• If there is more than one Artefact, assign
a different number to each item

STEP 2: Information
• Fill in a reporting form: on paper;
online; or with the HEFLO;
• Photograph Artefact;
• Bag and label Artefact;
• Put Artefacts in a safe place.
STEP 3: Report it
Pass the report either:
• By phone;
• By email;
• By post;
• Online or;
• To a FIPAD Contact.

If you discover a Site
If you encounter a obstruction, snag or
structure, complete a Reporting Form
with as much information as possible.

If you discover munitions – be careful!
Despite long periods underwater, munitions can
still be extremely dangerous and should always
be treated with caution. Always follow safe
working procedures when dealing with
munitions. Before reporting munitions via the
FIPAD, they must be made safe or identified as
inert by the police or a military Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Officer. Once items
have been confirmed as safe and suitable for
handling they should be reported through the
Protocol. If you have any queries regarding the
reporting of munitions, please contact the
Fishing Protocol team.

Use the Online Reporting Form

www.fipad.org
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Fishing Industry
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries
Actions for Contacts Have Artefacts been recovered?
On receiving a report
STEP 1: Confirmation
• Confirm details of the
Site/Artefact with the Finder;
• Fill in additional information
on the reporting form;
• Ensure correct Finder details.

Please ensure Artefacts have been:
• photographed
• properly labelled
• placed in water (see conservation information sheet)
• stored in a safe place

STEP 2: Advise
Advise the Finder on safe storage
of Artefacts. If in doubt, consult
the HEFLO.
STEP 3: Submit form
Send form to the HEFLO,
or upload via the FIPAD website
as soon as possible.

If you discover munitions – be careful!
Despite long periods underwater, munitions can
still be extremely dangerous and should always
be treated with caution. Always follow safe
working procedures when dealing with
munitions. Before reporting munitions via the
FIPAD, they must be made safe or identified as
inert by the police or a military Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Officer. Once items
have been confirmed as safe and suitable for
handling they should be reported through the
Protocol. If you have any queries regarding the
reporting of munitions, please contact the
Fishing Protocol team.
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For further information please contact:
Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer (HEFLO)
Tel: 07803 576792
WhatsApp: HEFLO@FIPAD
FB:facebook.com/fishingfindsprotocol
fipad@wessexarch.co.uk
Use the Online Reporting Form:
www.fipad.org
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Fishing Industry
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries
Actions for the
HEFLO
On receiving a report
STEP 1: Acknowledge
Acknowledge receipt of report
to the Finder and FIPAD Contact
and ask for any further details
if necessary
STEP 2: Advise
Provide initial advice on dealing
with the Site/Artefact to the Finder
or FIPAD Contact
STEP 3: Consult
Seek advice on identifying
the Site/Artefact from specialists
STEP 4: Report
Send Discovery Report back
to FIPAD Contact and Finder
STEP 5: Disseminate
Send Discovery Reports to the
stakeholders. Discovery Reports
will also be sent to the Receiver
of Wreck and Ministry of Defence
as appropriate.

Have Artefacts been recovered?
If Artefacts have been recovered the HEFLO may also
need to...

Confirm the location of any
Artefacts brought ashore

Provide information on
Artefact first aid and storage
Arrange to collect Artefact if necessary

Make assessment of the significance
of the discovery

Return Artefact to owner

Compile progress reports to be sent to HLF,
The Crown Estate, Marine Management
Organisation, Inshore Fisheries &
Conservation Authority. Publish discoveries
on the FIPAD website and in the newsletters.

STEP 6: Enhance
Export FIPAD data to local and
national heritage databases
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Rubber, Plastic, etc.

Bone

In most cases, rubber, plastic, bakelite and
similar modern materials are not of
archaeological interest and can be disregarded.
One exception is where such materials are
found in the same area as aluminium objects
and structures, which may indicate aircraft
wreckage from World War Two. Such material
should be reported.

Occasional discoveries of animal bone, teeth and
tusks are of archaeological interest because they
may date to periods when the seabed was dry
land, and should be reported. Such bones, teeth,
tusks etc. may have signs of damage, breaking
or cutting that can be directly attributed to
human activity.

Iron and Steel
The potential range and date of iron and steel
objects is so wide that it is difficult to provide
general guidance. In broad terms, iron and
steel objects which are covered by a thick
amorphous concrete-like coating (‘concretion’)
are likely to be of archaeological interest and
should be reported.
Pieces of metal sheet and structure may indicate
a wreck and should be reported.
A Munitions Code of Practice applies in respect
of ordnance (cannonballs, bullets, shells) which
should take precedence over archaeological
requirements. However, discoveries of ordnance
may be of archaeological interest, and they
should be reported.
Other Metals
Items made of thin, tinned or painted metal
sheet are unlikely to be of archaeological
interest.
Aluminium objects may indicate aircraft
wreckage from World War Two, especially if two
or more pieces of aluminium are fixed together
by rivets. All occurrences should be reported.
Copper and copper alloy (bronze, brass) objects
might indicate a wreck, or they may be very old.
All occurrences should be reported.
Precious metal objects and coins are definitely
of archaeological interest because they are
relatively easy to date. All occurrences should
be reported except coins of obviously modern
(post 1950) date.
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Large quantities of animal bone may indicate a
wreck (the remains of cargo or provisions) and
should be reported.
Human bone is definitely of archaeological
interest, and is also subject to special legal
requirements under the Burial Act 1857. Any
suspected human bone should be reported,
and treated with discretion and respect. If
the event of the discovery of human bone,
Wessex Archaeology will advise on the
required legal procedure.
Objects made out of bone – such as combs,
harpoon points or decorative items – can be very
old and are definitely of archaeological interest.
All occurrences should be reported.
Wood
Light-coloured wood, or wood that floats easily,
is probably modern and is unlikely to be of
archaeological interest.
‘Roundwood’ with bark – such as branches –
is unlikely to be of archaeological interest.
However, roundwood that has clearly been
shaped or made into a point should be reported.
Pieces of wood that have been shaped or jointed
may be of archaeological interest, especially if
fixed with wooden pegs, bolts or nails. All
occurrences should be reported.
Objects made out of dark, waterlogged wood –
such as bowls, handles, shafts and so on – can
be very old and are definitely of archaeological
interest. All occurrences should be reported.
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Stone

Peat and Clay

Small to medium size stones that are shaped,
polished and/or pierced may be prehistoric axes.
All occurrences should be reported.

Peat is black or brown fibrous soil that formed
when sea level was so low that the seabed
formed marshy land, on the banks of a river or
estuary for example. Peat is made up of plant
remains, which can provide information about
the environment at the time it was formed. This
information helps us to understand the kind of
landscape that our predecessors inhabited, and
about how the landscape changed. It can also
provide information about rising sea-level and
coastline change, which are important to
understanding processes that are affecting
us today.

Objects such as axe heads or knife blades made
from flint are of prehistoric date and should
be reported.
Large blocks of stone that have been pierced or
shaped may have been used as anchors or
weights for fishing nets. All occurrences should
be reported.
The recovery of numerous stones may indicate
the ballast mound of a wreck, or a navigational
cairn. All occurrences should be reported.
Pottery
Any fragment of pottery is potentially of interest,
especially if it is a large fragment. Items which
look like modern crockery can be discarded, but
if the item has an unusual shape, glaze or fabric
it should be reported.
Brick
Bricks with modern proportions and V-shaped
hollows (‘frogs’) are of no archaeological
interest. Unfrogged, ‘small’, ‘thin’ or otherwise
unusual bricks may date back to medieval or
even Roman times and should be reported.

Prehistoric structures (such as wooden
trackways) and artefacts are often found within
or near peat, because our predecessors used the
many resources that these marshy areas
contained. As these areas were waterlogged, and
have continued to be waterlogged once the sea
has risen, ‘organic’ artefacts made of wood,
leather, and textile which would have perished
on dry land often survive.
Fine-grained sediments such as silts and clays are
often found at the same places as peat. These
fine-grained sediments also contain microscopic
remains that can provide information about past
environments and sea-level change.
While fishing fleets try to avoid the places where
peat and clay are found because they
contaminate and damage fishing gear, any
discoveries of such material would be of
archaeological interest, and their occurrence
should be reported.
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Fishing Industry
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries
Reporting Form
Discovery made:

on a vessel

at a port

Vessel Name:

on the seabed

in the intertidal zone

PLN:

Sea Area:

Landing Port:

Date of Discovery:

Date of Report:

Name of Finder:

Contact no.:

Email address:

Report Compiled By:

Type of Position:

Position of Site on seabed

Position of Vessel at time of Artefact discovery

Position:
[Please Record in Lat/Long]

Projection Datum

Depth:

Position Accuracy:

Notes:

Fishing Gear Deployed At Time of Discovery [tick as appropriate]:
Trawled net

Dredge

Pots

Static gear

Angling

Other
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Find Details
The Site [tick as appropriate]:

Description of Artefact
[Please describe the artefact in as much detail as possible]

A visible structure
A charted wreck or obstruction
An uncharted net fastening
An uncharted obstruction
An uncharted net/dredge snag that came free
An uncharted seabed object showing
on Sonar but avoided by vessel
Other [Please give details]:

Status of Find [tick as appropriate]:
Complete and intact
Lightly damaged (scuffed, scratched,
surface erosion, etc)
Heavily damaged (broken, crushed,
substantially degraded, etc.)
Visibly deteriorating
The Artefact is [tick as appropriate]:
Pottery
Glass

What Have You Done With Your Find?
[tick as appropriate]:

Metal
Wood

Labelled it

Stone

Photographed it

Textile

Bagged it

Organic Deposit (e.g. peat)

Retained in private possession

Synthetic (e.g. Plastic, rubber, etc)

Returned it to the sea,
recording the new position

Unknown
Please Note: Synthetics such as plastics are relatively modern
in origin and are not generally held to be archaeologically
valuable. If your find is primarily made of plastic, rubber, pvc,
or any other synthetic material then you can discard it and exit
the reporting process. If you are in any doubt, please continue
with the report. Thanks.

Disposed of find at unknown location
Please label your find using a suitable waterproof label that you
can attach to the find with string. Label with the PLN of your
vessel followed by the date (DDMMYYYY) the find was made.
If you have several finds from the same date, please suffix the
date of each with a letter (e.g. RX950 01042012A.)
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Fishing Industry
Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries
Reporting Form

Thanks!
Your report will now be assessed by Wessex Archaeology (WA) who will contact you shortly. Should the
discovery turn out to be archaeological, WA may wish to inspect and assess the Artefact first-hand and may
arrange to visit you at your earliest convenience. Similarly, WA may decide that the Artefact requires urgent
conservation treatment, in which case you’ll be contacted directly with guidance on how best to manage
the Artefact. After the initial assessment, you’ll receive a full report by email. The Protocol Team at WA will
also report the find to the following bodies:

•

The Receiver of Wreck

•

The National Record of the Historic Environment

•

East Sussex Historic Environment Record

•

West Sussex Historic Environment Record

•

Chichester Historic Environment Record

•

Sussex Inshore Fisheries & Conservation Authority

As legal Finder of an Artefact, your salvage rights are not affected by the Fishing Protocol, however you
are legally obliged to report any wreck recovered from the seabed to the Receiver of Wreck under the
Merchant Shipping Act 1995. Failure to do so may result in prosecution.

Please return your form to:

or email:

Fishing Protocol Team

fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

Wessex Archaeology
Portway House,
Old Sarum Park,
Salisbury,
SP4 6EB
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For further information please contact:
Historic Environment Fisheries
Liaison Officer (HEFLO)
Tel: 07803 576792
Wessex Archaeology
Portway House
Old Sarum Park
Salisbury, SP4 6EB
Tel: 01722 326867
fipad@wessexarch.co.uk
Use the Online Reporting Form:
www.fipad.org
Image Cardigan Wreck with Crab
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